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Aspect in Vamale (South Oceanic) - The
example of balan
Jean Rohleder
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New Caledonia in indigenous languages
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Links to other words
ja accomp : jake ‘measure, weigh’ ; jaa ‘very many’
kon prog : ko-n ‘on-nspec’
mu freq : mu ‘very little (countable), hardly any’
balan cont : balan ‘piece of length’
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Combinations


























‘I still watch TV from time to time.’
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Nêlemwa
Nêlêmwa Gloss Vamale Gloss
baa dur bwa ipfv
na prog kon prog
gaa pers balan cont
gat ass balan, tha cont, ass
fwâ kio not yet bwa ciea ipfv absent
fwââm fail to bwaan ? if only
taa stat da anterior
mwa seq mu seq
kua freq mu freq
aa iter
bara advs balan advs
ku imminence, accomp ja accomp
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Nêlemwa
Difference :
How meanings are expressed (one morpheme vs many)


















































(Rivierre et Ehrhardt 2006 :26)
Difference :
What meanings are expressed (no balan, mu in Bwatoo)
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Order
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Order
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balan

































































(rare) : ‘I continue reading the book (it has just begun)’
























































(rare) : ‘I continue reading the book (it has just begun)’





























































‘Unfortunately, my dress tore on a tree.’






























































‘Unfortunately, my dress tore on a tree.’

























































‘We are about to arrive, we have just arrived !’
Sensitive to aktionsart !
























































‘We are about to arrive, we have just arrived !’
Sensitive to aktionsart !
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balan summary
1. Sensitive to aktionsart
2. Three (?) distinct meanings, (cont, adv, immed), chosen by
context
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Summary
1. There are seven aspect markers that can have several
meanings depending on the verb’s aktionsart.
2. balan and others are an example of morphemes that have an
independent counterpart. Young system ?
3. Surrounding languages encode similar meanings, sometimes in
related form. How much was borrowed ?
4. Can groups of shared morphemes point to a period of
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Questions ?
Mountains near Atéou
